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ABSTRACT

There have been extensive studies on the modeling of evolving social networks (see [1] and

references therein). Preferential attachment is one class of network evolution model in which

the probability that an incoming node attaches to a given node is proportional to the degree of the

given node [2]. Another class of network evolution model is described by random attachment in

which any two nodes are connected with a given probability independently of other connections

in the network [3].

In this talk, we consider a hybrid network evolution model that combines preferential and ran-

dom attachments. We assume that there are M different kinds of opinions. Each node in the

network adopts opinion i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} with a probability which may depend on the opinion

of its parent node. We present a stochastic modeling and analysis framework to understand the

dynamics of opinion spread over an evolving social network. Based on our framework, we then

discuss the impact of network evolution model on the opinion spread.
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